FY19
CLIMATE-RELATED
FINANCIAL DISCLOSURE
Progress Update
In 2018, Cromwell Property Group (Cromwell)
prepared a climate-related disclosure
statement that was linked to the annual
sustainability report and separately published
on our website.
This year, we have provided an update on our
progress to address the actions we identified
and to align these with the recommendations
of the Taskforce on Climate-related Financial
Disclosures (TCFD).
This update is intended to build on last year’s
statement and to provide further insight into our
approach to identify and manage the risks and
financial impacts from climate change to our
Australian directly-owned property assets and
our funds management operations in Australia
and Europe.
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Our approach includes expanding our
understanding of the physical and transitional
risks affecting our business and ensuring
that we have appropriate strategies in place
to address these risks, including strategies
designed to reduce our emissions and
contribution to climate change.

1. Governance
TCFD Recommendation:

Disclose the organisation’s governance around climate-related risks and opportunities.
Sustainability Framework

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

INVESTMENT COMMITTEE

NOMINATION AND
REMUNERATION COMMITTEE

AUDIT AND RISK COMMITTEE
GROUP SUSTAINABILITY COMMITTEE

EXTERNAL
CONSULTANTS

CHIEF SUSTAINABILITY OFFICER

ECONOMIC
PILLAR

GOVERNANCE
PILLAR

STAKEHOLDERS
PILLAR

PEOPLE
PILLAR

To ensure we can
continue to provide
our investors with
secure, stable and
growing distributions
derived from
sustainable business
practices.

To manage risk
and protect our
investors’ interests
through best
practice governance
processes and
procedures.

To actively engage
with our key
stakeholders
to understand
the causes that
matter to them and
make a positive
contribution.

Our people are
our strength. We
recognise the power
of the individual to
make a difference,
and the collective
power of the team
to drive sustainable,
competitive
advantage.

We are committed
to improving
the operational
performance, and
actively reducing
the environmental
impact of, our
properties, funds
and operations.

RESPONSIBILITY

RESPONSIBILITY

RESPONSIBILITY

RESPONSIBILITY

RESPONSIBILITY

Chief Financial
Officer, Global

Company Secretary,
Australia

Chief Investment
Officer, Global

Chief Operations
Officer, Global

Head of Property,
Australia
Managing Director,
Benelux

Head of Risk, Europe

ENVIRONMENT
PILLAR

GROUP SUSTAINABILITY COMMITTEE RESPONSIBILITIES:
Annual materiality review

Establishment of objectives and targets

Preparing the Annual Sustainability Report

SENIOR MANANGEMENT TEAM
Implementing business plans
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Updating risk
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1.2 MATERIALITY
Cromwell’s annual materiality review is designed
to identify the current and emerging issues that
are of greatest importance to Cromwell and our
stakeholders and to assess the relative materiality of
each topic on our business. The process is facilitated
by external consultants Ernst & Young (EY) to deliver
a prioritised set of material topics that are used to
inform our strategy and the annual business plans.
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Sustainable
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Transactions teams, led by the Chief Investment
Officer (CIO), are responsible for preparing briefing
papers including detailed technical, financial
and legal reviews on proposed acquisitions.
Reviews include comprehensive checklists and
property inspections to identify current and future
vulnerabilities to impacts from climate change.
The Investment Committee or the Board (where
applicable) has oversight and approval of asset
acquisitions and disposals, including consideration of
climate change risk.

IDENTIFY AND DEFINE TOPICS APPLIED TO
CROMWELL PROPERTY GROUP
EXTERNAL
INPUTS

The Audit and Risk Committee (ARC) is responsible
for monitoring the effectiveness of the Sustainability
Framework and advising the Board on the progress
and actions undertaken on sustainability and
corporate risk management. The ARC meets a
minimum of six times a year to receive reports,
updates and presentations on risks and ESG
measures across the business including reports
by the CSO on sustainability and climate change
activities.

APPLY REAL ESTATE AND CROMWELL ‘LENS’
TO FOCUS ANALYSIS

INTERNAL
INPUTS

The Global Leadership Team meet weekly with
the Chief Executive Officer (CEO) to report on key
matters including risk, ESG, finance, strategy and
operations.

MEGATRENDS RESEARCH

The Group Sustainability Committee, chaired
by the Chief Sustainability Officer (CSO), is
responsible for identifying climate-related risks
and opportunities. Each of the five pillars in the
Sustainability Framework is led by a member of
the Global Leadership Team (GLT) or senior leader
of the business. Each pillar leader is responsible
for ensuring risks and actions are appropriately
identified and the risk register is updated in relation
to their respective pillar.

The Materiality Process

MATERIALTY ASSESSMENT

1.1 GOVERNANCE FRAMEWORK

Of our current material topics, four directly relate
to how we adapt to climate change and a number
of other topics are indirectly related or impacted.
Risks and opportunities associated with each topic
are highlighted and objectives have been set to
respond to the risks and opportunities identified
(refer to Table 2.2 Identified Risk and Opportunities)
Objectives were approved by the Group Sustainability
Committee and the Group Leadership Team and
adopted into annual business plans and presented to
the Board for approval.
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Progress against annual business plans, related
impacts to the corporate risk register and all ESG
matters are reported to the CEO and to the Board
monthly. In addition, there are a number of other
communication streams to inform the Board and
ARC and to allow Senior Management to provide
input and feedback on risk management.

Senior Management are responsible for updating
the corporate risk register and for addressing
risks associated with their business unit function.
Material topics are mapped to Corporate Risks
and all risk activities are monitored through the
Compliance Framework, with updates provided to
the ARC at each meeting.

FY20 Material Topics

Importance to external stakeholders

Accessing
sustainable
finance

Climate
change
- direct
impacts

Economic
Performance

Rapidly
evolving
marketplace

Trust and
Transparency

Climate change - transitioning to
a zero-carbon future
Digital
Innovation
Resourceful
buildings and
operations

Human
Rights

Community
Contribution
Cyberreadiness
Create and
embrace a
diverse and
inclusive
workforce
Unified global
approach

Creating the
leaders of
tomorrow

Stakeholder
Engagement
Attract and
retain the
right people

Enhancing
occupant
experience

Improving health
and wellbeing
Keeping our people
and communities safe

Impact/disruption for Cromwell
Emerging

Shorter
Term
Impact

Impact

Sustainability Pillars
Economic

Governance

Stakeholders

People

Environment

Process of Embedding Risk, Sustainability and Materiality into Business Planning
Stakeholder Engagement
Research

Material Topics

Sustainability Objectives

Performance
Benchmarks and Indices

Economic, Governance, People,
Stakeholders, Environment Pillar objectives

Corporate Risk

Sustainability Actions and Metrics
Business Unit Plans and KPIs
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Corporate Strategy
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2.

Strategy

TCFD Recommendation:

Disclose the actual and potential impacts of climate-related risks and
opportunities on the organisation’s businesses, strategy and financial planning
where such information is material.

Our objective is to provide stable and secure distrubutions to securitytholders, with the potential for capital
growth, underpinned by:
• Stable long-term cash flows from a long-dated direct property investment portfolio;
• Recurring profits from indirect investments and stakes held in assets, funds and joint ventures; and
• Transactional profits from funds management and asset enhancement capabilities.

Invest to Manage Strategy
DIRECT PROPERTY INVESTMENT

INDIRECT
PROPERTY
INVESTMENT

Maintain
Repurpose,
Manage
defensive
reposition or
property
core portfolio transform active internally to
characteristics assets to improve understand risk
of strong tenant portfolio quality and opportunity
covenant, long
and realise
more clearly
WALE and
additional
than others
fixed rental
value
increments

Investments
made as
part of
‘Invest to
Manage’
Strategy

Transition
to Core

Deploying
capital into
opportunities
sourced by
local teams
in Europe,
Australia and
New Zealand

Focus on
Working with
core plus and
international
value add
capital partners
opportunities
with the ability
to execute
mandates across
all investment
styles

Realise
Profits

Cromwell manages assets of different types, quality
and geographical locations across which the rate of
change and disruption from climate change is both
varied, and if unchecked, forecast to rapidly accelerate.
As investors and asset managers the greatest
material risks posed from climate change are from
the physical impacts that directly affect the assets
we own and manage, and the indirect impacts
associated with our business operations. Direct
physical impacts may arise from extreme weatherrelated events (shock events) and the costs incurred
to recover and protect property from damage. Other
direct risks to property assets arise from costs as
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a consequence of affects, such as increasing global
mean temperatures, changing weather patterns,
tidal increases and other longer term chronic
changes that may impact on property value, costs
of operation, ownership, insurance and other supply
chains for goods and services.
Our climate adaptation objectives are to ensure
that we remain resilient to physical impacts whilst
adopting opportunities to invest in sustainable
development and introduce operations that support
a transition to low carbon outcomes that reduce our
impact on the escalation of climate change.
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2.1 RESILIENCE
New buildings, components and services
commissioned from 2020 will have operating lives
beyond 2030 and are likely to still be in operation up
to and beyond 2050.
This means that buildings and equipment designed
and operational today are likely to be impacted by
the current and emerging international emissions
reduction targets. These assets will be operational
during a period that may see further rapid changes
in policies, regulations and social norms as well as
increased volatility in weather and climate.
Failing to build new assets or to replace and
modernise existing ones to be resilient to climate
change may present substantial risks to asset
values. There is an emerging concern that assets
that are unable to meet resilience requirements or
transition to meet the performance expectations
of occupiers may become stranded, vulnerable
to physical impacts, unable to obtain adequate
or economic insurance cover, attract tenants or
investors and therefore retain value.

These timeframes align with our forecasts for
capital works and lease renewals which are
typically triggers for commencing major
refurbishment and asset repositioning
initiatives.
2.2 BUSINESS LEVEL RESILIENCE REVIEWS
Cromwell has introduced a climate change
position policy that includes climate adaptation
and resilience reviews. We have embedded regular
annual materiality reviews that consider the risks
from climate change and other material impacts to
our operations.
2.2.1 Direct Property Investment
Within the directly-owned property portfolio, where
Cromwell has operational control of property
assets, strategies are in place to deliver ongoing
improvements in energy and water conservation.
These are measured against NABERS ratings
and reported annually. For those property assets
where Cromwell does not have operational control,
we regularly engage with our tenants and seek to
influence and support improvement activities.

Cromwell considers climate risks and impacts over
the following time frames:
• Short term = 1 to 3 years
• Medium term = 4 to 7 years (leading to 2030)
• Long term = 8 to 15 years (up to and post-2030,
leading to 2040)

DAMAGING
CYCLONE

Tropical cyclone increases in
Northern Territory. Other areas are
not shown to have significant
changes

Climate-related drivers of impacts

SEA LEVEL
RISE

SNOW
COVER
DRYING
TREND

Water scarcity
increases by 2050

Annual rises expected to increase
up to 0.7m. Inundation risk
increases impacts modelled using
coastal.com and impacts modelled
to 2100

2
0
2
0
C
L
I
M
DRIVER ATE REL- 2050
S OF IM ATED
PACTS

Annual snow cover
decreases by 2050.
Changes are not material
against current AU
portfolio

EXTREME
TEMPERATURE
WARMING
TREND
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EXTREME
PRECIPITATION

2050 increased near
surface temperature by
2 degrees with more
peak days over 40
degrees

Precipitation increases in
severity up to 200% on 20 year
daily extreme. Frequency
likely to reduce

As part of this strategy, we continue to seek
opportunities to embrace smart building
technologies, sustainable development solutions
for capital works, investment in new plant and
equipment and adoption of renewable energy
solutions and technologies.
Technical Building Assessments
In FY19, we undertook a series of technical building
assessments across the Australian portfolio and
used the IPCC forecasts for future climate impacts
(RCP 8.5) to consider increasing tidal levels,
precipitation, maximum temperatures and storm
frequency forecasts.
We intend to undertake updates of these
assessments every three years to ensure that
changes in climate projections, stakeholder demand
and portfolio holdings are considered in our
strategic asset management plans and capital works
planning.
Our internal in-house Australian property and
facilities management teams interact directly with
our suppliers and tenants in the buildings we own
and manage. This provides us with a valuable, and
immediate insight into the impacts of extreme
climate conditions. In Europe, local asset managers
and property experts provide similar input into our
annual asset plans and building assessments.
Strategic Asset and Capital Works Planning
Strategic asset plans consider weighted average
lease terms, market sentiment, tenant and
stakeholder engagement outcomes, leasing
profiles, income security, and building quality and
performance.
Capital works plans and forecast expenditure
spanning 10 years are prepared for each property
asset. The capital expenditure (capex) plan is
prepared at acquisition and updated annually to
address the replacement of aging plant, equipment
and building fabric, including 10-year operations and
refurbishment works as well as energy and water
efficiency improvement opportunities.
These plans are now being broadened to include
consideration against the outcomes from materiality
assessments, scenario analysis impacts and the
sustainability objectives in determining the risk and
opportunity of adopting investment strategies.
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Acquisition Due Diligence
As part of Cromwell’s due diligence for property
acquisitions, assets are evaluated against long term
forecast temperature, tide, inundation, precipitation
and storm impacts. Operating performance is
compared against current best practice and our
future performance targets for energy and water.
New Construction and Major Refurbishment
Cromwell has a long history of investing in property
assets and transforming them into new and
engaging buildings. Within Europe our project and
technical teams have also delivered many major
refurbishments and redevelopment projects to
transform underperforming assets into best in class,
certified green buildings and workspaces of the
future.
In line with our continuous improvement objectives,
in FY19 we revised our minimum performance
standards and have defined targets from FY20 to
include the short, medium and long term for new
construction and major refurbishment projects.
2.2.2 Funds and Asset Management
Cromwell manages funds for investors in Australia
and Europe and seeks to apply a consistent approach
to property management.
Strategic asset plans are prepared by Fund
Managers to deliver an appropriate response in line
with the mandate for each Fund. Where Cromwell
has an operational mandate but may not have
operational control over given property assets, it
looks to understand asset vulnerabilities and to
encourage and support the asset operators to act
sustainably and to address the impacts from climate
risk themselves.
Within funds under management in Australia, targets
have been set towards reducing consumption and
emissions, addressing climate risk and completing
technical building audits.
In Europe, detailed technical due diligence is
completed on all asset acquisitions and our teams
collaborate to apply our approaches and ensure that
we support fund managers in making appropriate
investment decisions. We are also aiming to
transition to renewable and low carbon energy
sources where possible. This has been achieved
across several countries resulting in substantial
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reductions in emissions. Our objective is that all
property assets have appropriate strategic operating
and capital works plans that consider climate risks
and opportunities.

In FY19, we committed to achieving ISO 14001
Environmental Management System certification to
ensure that we are applying robust internationally
accepted best practice approaches to our
management practices.

Cromwell’s future climate change opportunity rests
in adding value to funds and investors by providing
our skill and experience in identifying and managing
climate change risks, protecting assets, supporting
investment value and avoiding the risks from assets
becoming stranded.

In addition, we continue to set targets to improve our
performance in ESG benchmarks and indices and
further expand participation to include submission
to the Carbon Disclosure Project and the GRESB
Resilience Module.

2.2.3 Operations
Cromwell has set a target to achieve net zero
emissions across its corporate operations by 2022
by reducing energy consumption, reducing and
recycling waste and managing travel and other
corporate emissions. Where emissions cannot
be eliminated they will be offset through certified
carbon credits.

Corporate policies for energy, water, waste,
biodiversity, emissions, sustainability, climate change
and resilience are reviewed annually to ensure
that they are capable of responding to emerging
technologies, disruption and changing stakeholder
expectations. Frequent reviews also ensure that
these policies remain relevant in a changing physical,
economic, political and social environments.

Pathway to Carbon Neutral Operations

PATHWAY TO
CARBON NEUTRAL
OPERATIONS

2017
Cromwell joins Qantas
Future Planet Partnership

2018
Internal GHG assessment on
Australian-based operations
and air travel for FY17
Offset 1,334 tonnes of emissions
(FY17) through Qantas Future
Planet Partnership

2020
External GHG assessment on
Global operations and air travel
for FY19
Offset 3,089.7 tonnes of
emissions (FY19) through
Qantas Future Planet
Partnership
Achieve National Carbon Offset
Standard (NCOS) certification
for FY19 operations
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2019
External GHG assessment on
Australian-based operations and
from global air travel for FY18
Offset 2,348 tonnes of emissions
(FY18) through Qantas Future
Planet Programme

FY20 Targets

5

Achieve National Carbon
Offset Standard certification
for FY19 emissions
(Australian operations and global
air-travel)
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2.2 IDENTIFIED RISKS AND OPPORTUNITIES
Transactions
Activity/ Response

Risk

Property Acquisitions Failure to appropriately identify risks may lead to:
and due diligence
• Increased operating costs
• Increased vacancy due to performance and reliability
issues as well as climate-related impacts on tenant
businesses
• Impacts to value and property quality ratings
• Increased capital expenditures arising from needs for
premature upgrades for buildings
• Increased insurance premiums or premiums become too
costly

Potential Impact

Management approach

Opportunity

• Vulnerability to physical impacts from extreme weather
events

• Specialised, multi skilled in-house team led by CIO
undertakes Due Diligence

• Identify assets that are unlikely to become stranded.

• Lack of capacity to address increasing temperatures and • Prescribed highly-detailed scopes to guide asset
tenant dissatisfaction
inspections with considerations of climate-related risks
and opportunities
• Inappropriate design and characteristics may expose an
asset to increased costs from forecast physical impacts, • Investment committee considers a broad range of
higher operational costs and increased costs associated
factors, including climate change, when signing off on
with premature capital investments to address transition
proposals
risks
• Operating Asset Management & Facilities Management
• Poor current energy and water efficiency will lead to
teams are involved in acquisition and consider impacts
increasing operational costs due to exposure to energy
to operations costs and balance impacts from each
price and potential carbon / emissions charges
asset on the portfolio objectives and risks

• Seek out investment opportunities to acquire and re-life
poorly performing or vulnerable assets
• Identify long term risks and opportunities of performance
improvements and include these activities in the capital
works forecasts
• Identify assets and services that can be offered to
Stakeholders that set us apart

Property Operations
Activity / Response

Risk

Potential Impact

Management approach

Opportunity

Increasing weather
extremities and
shock events

• Increased property damage and possible increases in
excess costs on insurance claims.

• Property damage

• Competent in-house management teams applying
stringent risk assessments and best practice
management practices

• Maintaining awareness of changing science and technology
enables managed responses and strategic plans to protect
property assets

• Regular building audits and performance evaluations to
identify and mitigate vulnerabilities

• Regular inspections and audits enable early identification of
emerging issues.

• Conducting scenario tests to understand long-term
impacts and considering these in strategic asset plans
for investments and divestments

• Scenario testing can identify alternate long-term strategies
to underpin the quality and value of property assets

• Repeated claims or related vulnerabilities may lead to
limitations or exclusions on cover
• Increased maintenance and opex costs to repair
unexpected property damage from physical climate risks
• Impact to brand due to unreliable assets
• Impacts to asset values and occupancy levels

• Impact on occupancy levels
• Loss of rental income
• Impacts to local infrastructure, building access and
egress
• Poor building quality, safety and comfort for occupants
• Stranding of building assets due to changing climate

• Retaining adequate insurance cover at acceptable cost

• Addressing vulnerabilities ensures reliability and controls
capex works and insurance costs to avoid stranded assets

• Impacts to capex on repairs and make good
GHG cost / tax
Increased Energy
cost

• Limited solar PV opportunities on offices

• Increased operating cost / reduced NOI

• Supply, demand and variability in Carbon offset costs
makes it difficult to determine long-term economic
impact

• May affect markets for gas and renewables and add
uncertainty to cost or availability of electricity and
heating

• Legislation and market expectations could drive demand
for renewables beyond availability and cause assets
unable to achieve the expectations to become stranded
• Impact and scale of possible carbon / emissions charges
could force changes ahead of planned strategies
• Failure to invest in appropriate technologies may lead
to addition costs from early retirement and the need
for replacement with improved solutions i.e. risks with
current battery technology, gas heating systems and in
chillers with certain refrigerants

• Strategic plans to Increase operating efficiency in our
assets

• Investing in renewables reduces exposure to potential
emissions charges and energy price increases

• Review opportunities to purchase renewables as part of
electrical supplier agreements

• Long-term energy agreements through PPAs achieve a
level of cost certainty in a changing energy landscape.

• Increase demand for demonstration of energy efficient
buildings and operations

• Smart purchasing and investing in increased on-site
renewable energy generation

• Impact on property quality assessments

• Implementation of power purchase agreements (PPAs)
to access accelerated investment opportunities and
offset repayments against energy savings and deliver
long-term energy price certainty

• Improving efficiency and operations reduces wear and tear
on HVAC systems, increases operating life, and reduces
occupancy costs while improving energy ratings such as
NABERS, BREAAM, Green Star performance, EPCs

• Monitor the market, as well as the technological and
political environments
• Acquisition and Divestment strategies can minimise
risks if climate-related risks and opportunities are
considered in due diligence
• Property performance standards for new development
and major refurbishment ensures future proofing
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• Inform divestment and refurbishment plans and identify
opportunities for asset refurbishment and recycling

• Maintain a strong market awareness of carbon emissions
costs and regulations
• Investing in low emissions solutions on imminent and
medium-term capital replacement works will avoid the
unnecessary early retirement of systems in the medium
to long term due to changing legislation, user demand
operating costs
• Investing in smart technologies, skilled management teams
and long-term strategies is likely creating greater ultimate
monetary and non-monetary value

Property Operations
Activity / Response

Risk

Potential Impact

Increased capex /
premature systems
failures due to
increased operating
time and intensity
due to increased
frequency and
duration of extreme
weather events

• Impacts may be greater to ageing stock or stock in areas •
with forecast higher probability of heatwaves etc.
•
• Ability for older assets to be economically transitioned
•
to meet future regulatory or market expectations on
performance
• Impact on forecast life cycles for newer assets where
enforced redundancy and upgrade occurs to avoid
stranding
• Higher costs associated with operations, increased
occupancy cost and reduced NOI will impact on cap rate

Failure to meet
increasing tenant &
market expectations
on performance,
reliability, safety and
well being

Increased operating costs
Additional capital costs and impacts from replacement
Early retirement of equipment for upgrades to increase
capacity requirements

Management approach

Opportunity

• Acquisition strategy – identifying capable, resilient
properties with adequate system capacities and design
or with refurbishment or repurpose potential

• Opportunity to value-add and utilise skills to reposition
distressed assets

• Impacts to investment returns

• Greater modelling and scenario testing to understand
vulnerabilities and identify opportunities for early
intervention, upgrade and repositioning

• Customer tenant impacts

• Investing in passive design to minimise energy needs

• Reduction / loss in quality affects asset values and new
tenant rents

• Smart buildings and quality of operations and
management

• Strong management and strategic asset plans will help
Cromwell to actively identify and mitigate future risks
• Assets that can demonstrate strong resilience and
durability will attract premium tenants and values

• Brand impact

• Impact on NOI / impact on investor returns

•

Increased vacancy

• Loss of investors / Failure to attract Equity

•

Reduced rental rate

• Negative impact to property valuations / stranded assets

•

Impact to property values

•

Impact on Brand

• Avoiding asset stranding by improving asset
performance through active management and
Investment strategies that respond to changing market
requirements

• Providing certainty to tenants, delivering high performance
resilient properties will be highly valued and requirement
to secure high-quality tenants, and security for income and
asset value

• Benchmarking performance and setting best practice
targets

Business risk
Activity/ Response

Risk

Potential Impact

Management approach

Opportunity

Financiers
set increasing
performance
hurdles linked
to sustainability
performance and
property resilience

• Global economic impacts such as financial crises and
recessions may restrict access to capital

• Higher cost of refinancing and new debt

• Property strategies that ensure assets are highly
competitive and attractive to tenants

• Obtain access to multiple sources of finance and equity by
positioning as low risk manager and owner of choice

• Demonstrate strong ESG performance and approach to
climate-related risks

• High ESG performance offers opportunities to alternate
funding

Access to Equity

• Ensuring compliance with new and emerging ESG
legislation and market norms

• Failure to attract new equity reduces ability to grow and
expand the business

• Build strong Risk and ESG practices to support strong
shareholder returns

• Property assets become stranded due to inappropriate
strategies

• Failure to retain current investors would increase
pressure to attract new sources of equity and impact
share price and value

• Communicating Cromwell’s disciplined approach to
risk and ESG through best practice climate-related
disclosures

• Financiers restrict risk appetite – may impact finance
available for development
• Potentially smaller pool of financiers reduces competitive
tensions and may affect access to, and cost of, finance

• Risk management and property strategies are not nimble
enough to respond to market and stakeholder demand

• Difficulty accessing debt or lenders unwilling to make
long-term investments based on climate-related risks
• Limited choice or no access to finance at competitive
rates
• Reduced LVR based on risk

• Recognised and trusted management team with
demonstrable ESG knowledge and capabilities

• As a recognised leader in sustainability and risk
management, Cromwell’s is able to continue to attract
investors and secure finance

• Annual materiality reviews to determine emerging risk
and opportunity and to reset business plans to respond
to material topics

• Retention and attraction of skilled talent

• Strong relationships with all stakeholders including
Insurers, financiers, investors and tenant customers
Reputational risk

• Failure to continuously drive improvement will lead to
worsening performance in benchmark indices for our
industry and corporate leadership metrics
• Inability to implement appropriate strategies to respond
to climate change and to protect our assets means
investors may perceive competitors to be better stewards
of their capital

• Failure to attract and retain skilled talented workforce
• Impact on ability to raise equity capital and maintain
shareholder confidence
• Impacts on retention and attraction of quality tenant
customers

• Continue to achieve and maintain leadership in
sustainability and Governance benchmarks such as
GRESB and DJSI

• Building and continuing to strengthen our Brand will
underpin shareholder confidence as well as support the
retention and attraction of talent to Cromwell.

• Maintaining recognition as an industry leader through
noncredit evaluation and compliance assessments

• Creating and supporting excellence in our business
underpins stakeholder confidence and loyalty which
in turns underpins our opportunity to grow and build a
resilient business

• Excelling in stakeholder engagement and continuing to
constantly drive improvement through our sustainability
and risk management frameworks
• Produce investor useful and best practice climaterelated disclosures
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3. Risk Management

TCFD Recommendation:

Disclose how the organisation identifies, assesses and manages climate-related risks

3.1 IDENTIFYING AND ASSESSING CLIMATE-RELATED RISK
Cromwell have long undertaken detailed risk reviews across its property portfolio, funds and business operations.
We have a strong team of in-house professionals with expertise across a number of disciplines and spaning
15 countries. We engage with leading industry bodies and professional institutions and we widely consult with
expert agencies and consultancies to inform our understanding and to share our knowledge.
We have previously reported in this statement on the process by which Cromwell identifies, assesses and
manages climate-related risks and has implemented scenario testing to consider a range of future potential
impacts. These risks and controls are summarised below.
3.2		 IDENTIFIED RISKS AND OPPORTUNITIES
Climate
Climate risk
related risk
Acquisition

Chronic impacts scenario

Detailed audits by specialist
consultants including:

• Review of system design
• Capex forecasts for life
capacities and operating
cycle replacements and
conditions against historic
for asset improvement
• Review existing compliance
extreme weather events
pathways to meet target
and capability to meet
performance and address
future design and building
• Scenario testing to IPCC
vulnerabilities
certifications to transition
RCP 8.5 for predicted
towards low carbon / zero
weather / temperature
• Insurance cost and noncarbon
extremities and frequencies
insurable risk
• Review of flood zone and
geographic impacts
•

•

•

•
•
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Financial considerations

• Benchmark to NABERS
• Operations, costs for
Energy 5.5-stars and
audit inspections, risk
NABERS Water 4.5-stars
assessments and costs to
Vulnerability assessments
for performance and review
address insurability risks
against IPCC forecasts to
of transition cost / risk and
the year 2050 and RCP 8.5
• Energy mix and operating
upgrade implications
costs considered against
Modelling to the year 2100
• Energy mix review
current and future energy
for forecast tidal increase
regarding potential
landscape
and flood inundation
transition paths
• Review of opportunities
Review of seismic
• Site considerations for
for on-site renewables
compliance in earthquake
access, proximity to public
generation
zones
transport and impacts of
increased urbanization
Review of roof protection and
services vulnerability to hail
• Review of water harvesting
systems and capacity for RWC
Insurance history and
incidences of flood
• Insurance risks including
inundation and grid
geographic location and
reliability
operations
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Climate
Climate risk
related risk

Chronic impacts scenario

Operation

• Building performance for
• Minimising Insurance risks
energy, water and waste
and costs
linked to dashboard system
• Alignment of capital works
reporting against individual
with asset improvement
property performance
strategies to deliver
targets
performance targets for the
• Data on performance and
asset
emission collected and
• Protecting asset valuation,
submitted to benchmark
income and occupation
indices
• Minimising increasing
• Tenant satisfaction surveys,
costs from supply chain,
air quality analysis and
energy, operating hours for
temperature logging
systems to combat weather
completed on-site
events
• Performance against
• Balancing operating costs
short, medium and longwith upfront investment
term targets recorded and
in addressing transition
reported
strategies to a low carbon
• Ongoing tenant
economy
engagement to identify
• Green power purchase,
and respond to issues that
solar PV investment and
matter to tenant customers
offset strategies

• Detailed strategic
asset plans including
annual operations and
maintenance plans
• Insurance inspections
undertaken annually
• Insurance risk and claims
reviewed
• Technical building
assessments repeated
every three years or
following major events
• Building performance
metrics established and
reported on monthly

Financial considerations

• Reviewing and protecting
asset resilience to climate
change
Corporate

• Increased operating costs
• Operations policies and
to our corporate operations
management strategies for
from travel, energy, supply
travel, procurement and
chains
energy
• Increased disruption to our • Target to achieve net zero
offices, staff and operations
for corporate emissions
• Resilience and business
continuity plans in place
• Sustainability strategy
aligned to corporate
strategy and governance
framework

• Managing and controlling
expenditure for corporate
operations
• Investment in technology
and training to improve
corporate resilience in
business systems and
processes
• Increased connectivity
through communications
and video conference
platforms
• Sharing of best practice
values and knowledge
through induction and
ongoing training

12
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4.

Metrics and Targets

TCFD Recommendation:

Disclose the metrics and targets used to assess and manage relevant climaterelated risks and opportunities where such information is material.

Cromwell has disclosed ESG performance since the release of its first sustainability report more than ten
years ago. Since then, Cromwell has reported annually in accordance with the Global Reporting Initiative (the
GRI Standard).
Each year the report sets out the boundaries for reporting and provides a breakdown between the property
assets for which Cromwell has either direct ownership, acts as a manager for a fund and has either
operational control or no operational control over the related property assets.
4.1 ASSET PERFORMANCE TARGETS
For our Australian assets we have reset the sustainability performance ratings and NABERS energy and
water targets for new and existing property assets. These targets establish a stepping point from which
the opportunities to combine asset investment, future refurbishment and adoption of new and emerging
technologies can be gauged against our emissions reduction targets.
Activity

Short term

Medium term

Long Term

5-star NABERS Energy

5.5-star NABERS Energy

To be determined

4-star NABERS Water

4.5-star NABERS Water

To be determined

AU commercial office assets
(Operational Control)

1-Star Portfolio

3-Star Portfolio

5-Star Portfolio

GHG emissions Intensity – AU
portfolio assets (Operational
Control)

56.7kg CO2e/m2/pa

45Kg CO2 e/m2/pa

Meeting pathway to net
zero by 2050

100% EPC certified
European assets under
management (Operational Control)

EPC to be no greater than
C certificate

Meeting pathway to net
zero by 2050

New construction / development • 5-star Greenstar
Design / As-built
Commercial offices Australia
• 5.5-star NABERS
Energy
• 4.5-star NABERS Water
• Emissions Co2e/m2/pa
to meet NABERS targets

• 6-star Greenstar
To be determined in line
Design / As-built
with meeting net zero by
• 5.5-star NABERS
2030
Energy
• 4.5-star NABERS Water
• Emissions Co2e/m2/pa
to meet NABERS targets

Major refurbishment

• 6-star Green Star
To be determined in line
Design / As-built
with meeting net zero by
• 5.5-star NABERS
2030
Energy
• 4.5-star NABERS Water
• Emissions XCo2E/m2/pa
to meet NABERS targets

Average Energy Performance
AU commercial office assets
(Operational Control)
Average Water Performance
AU commercial office assets
(Operational Control)
Green Star Performance

13
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• 5-star Green Star
Design / As-built
• 5.5-star NABERS
Energy
• 4.5-star NABERS Water
• Emissions XCo2e/m2/pa
to meet NABERS targets
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4.2 PROPERTY EMISSIONS, TARGETS AND INTENSITY
The greatest opportunity for Cromwell to reduce emissions is within assets where there is both a clear
mandate and operational control. Within Australia for these assets energy consumption has been measured
using the NABERS ratings.

NABERS Rating Performance1
120
NABERS
Whole building

NABERS
Base building

NABERS
Water

100

5

5
4

4.7

4.7

4.74

3

3

2
1

5

4.5

4.7

4.1

4

5

4.5

4.5

4.9
4

3

3

2

2

2

1

1

1

0
0
15
FY19 FY16
NABERS FY17 FY15FY18 FY16FY19 FY17
NABERS
FY15
FY18
Average
Average

FY16
FY19

5.0
80

4

5.0

3.90
3.6

60

40

4 Operational control
Direct control

3.90

3.78

3.55

3

2

2

2

1

1

1

FY16
FY19

FY17
NABERS
Average

FY18

0

FY19
FY16

NABERS
FY17 1
Average

FY07 FY08 FY09 FY10 FY11 FY12 FY13 FY14 FY15 FY16 FY17 FY18 FY19

120

100

Emissions intensity for our Australian assets
has also been recorded for ten years. Emissions
80
intensity is an established metric for the carbon
footprint of building assets. It is calculated
60
by determining the emissions produced from
electricity and gas consumption each year
40 and
dividing this by the Net Lettable Area (NLA) in
20
square metres.
0
Cromwell’s emissions intensity for all Australian
FY07 FY08
commercial offices over which it has operational
control in 2018 (inclusive of FUM) is now 49.16
kg/CO2e /m2, a reduction of 56.54% in emissions
since the 2007 baseline2. Additionally, emissions
120
intensity for commercial offices that are directly
owned and controlled (Diversified Property
100
Trust) is now 57.74 kg/CO2e /m2, representing
a
48.96% reduction from the 2007 baseline.

2
Operational control
Year-on-year Emissions Intensity
(CO2e/m2/p.a.)
Direct control

120

Operational control

100

Diversified Property Trust

55.48%
47.56%

80

60

40
FY09 FY10 FY11 FY12 FY13 FY14 FY15 FY16 FY17 FY18 FY19
20

0

FY07 FY08 FY09 FY10 FY11 FY12 FY13 FY14 FY15 FY16 FY17 FY18 FY19
Operational control

Diversified Property Trust

80

60

1

NABERS whole building ratings are undertaken for 4 property
assets where a base building rating is not possible. These are separated for the purposes
40
of calculating the average area weighted NABERS rating. Water for NABERS ratings is based on the whole building consumption and therefore is
consistent. NABERS ratings are undertaken for all directly owned property where Cromwell has operational control and the asset meets the ratings
20
criteria.

2 Emissions calculated annually for directly owned commercial offices where Cromwell has operational control and for which base building energy and gas
0 the relevant State and year were applied from the National Greenhouse accounts factors
data was available for a full 12 months. Emissions factors for
FY07 FY08 FY09 FY10 FY11 FY12 FY13 FY14 FY15 FY16 FY17 FY18 FY19
against recorded utility bill data.
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4

3

0
0
0 20
1
NABERSFY18
FY17 1 FY18 FY15
FY19 FY16
NABERS FY17 FY15FY18 FY16FY19 FY17
NABERS
Average
Average
Average
0

3.94

3

0

FY18
FY16

FY19
FY1

Cromwell’s Sustainability Report provides
access to additional data tables that include
further information on corporate emissions,
energy and performance certification for the
property portfolios and the actions being
implementing to achieve Cromwell’s long-term
ESG targets.

